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Can I Get Some (Credit) Support?
July 28, 2023

By Kurt Oosterhouse
Partner | Fund Finance

With the recent wave of displacements occurring in our industry, we have been fielding a higher
level of calls from clients looking for a “cheat sheet” that they can pass along to their new credit
officers who have varying levels of understanding of the credit support of the subscription loan
product. While most of these fundamentals are contained in prior Fund Finance Friday editions,
the goal of this article is to not only summarize those prior articles (with linked references that
provide a deeper dive if desired) but also to target the discussion to a credit audience that may
be somewhat new to the underpinnings of subscription finance. 

Regardless of the form of instrument, the foundation of any debt transaction is the credit
support the borrower provides (and the lender relies upon) for repayment. The particular credit
support provided varies in form and complexity on a deal-to-deal basis. However, the goal with
each loan is to provide the lender risk-appropriate confidence that recourse is available upon a
default of the loan.[1]

The use of the term “credit support” instead of “collateral” is intentional. Whether a loan is
secured or unsecured, the borrower still owes the money to the lender. However, the question
is: How difficult will it be for the lender to obtain repayment from a borrower that can’t or simply
won’t be able to repay a loan? 

The best means for a lender to assure that its loan will be repaid is to receive collateral as its
primary credit support. Collateral is an asset a borrower pledges to a lender as security for a
loan. If a borrower defaults on a loan secured by collateral, the lender can repossess the
collateral and sell it to repay some or all of the outstanding obligations. While not typically the
case with subscription loans, not all lenders require collateral as a form of credit support for a
loan. Those loans are given on an unsecured basis without collateral. In those cases, the credit
support isn’t pledged collateral, but instead the credit support is derived from the borrower’s
general creditworthiness and promise to repay. Unlike a loan secured by collateral, if a
borrower defaults on an unsecured loan, the lender cannot repossess and sell the pledged
assets to repay the loan. As discussed below, that isn’t to say that an unsecured lender is
without remedies. The borrower owes the money, with or without collateral, so the lender
always has the option to take the borrower to court to get a judgement that can be used to
invoke supplemental remedies, such as seizing assets not already pledged to other creditors.  

In the fund finance universe, lenders typically receive various forms of collateral to secure the
loans provided to borrowers in case of default, ensuring the repayment of the loan. This article
attempts to provide a concise overview of common types of credit support provided in fund
finance transactions: (i) collateral, (ii) guaranties, (iii) equity commitment letters, (iv) keepwell
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agreements, (v) comfort/support letters and (vi) general unsecured claims against a fund
borrower.

Credit Support – Collateral (Uncalled Capital)

For subscription credit facilities, the primary credit support is typically a collateral package that
includes a first priority security interest in (i) the borrower fund’s rights to the unfunded capital
commitments of the fund’s limited partners, (ii) the rights of the general partner of the borrower
fund to call on and enforce the limited partners’ obligation to fund their unfunded capital
commitments to the borrower fund and (iii) the borrower fund’s rights in the deposit account
where the respective limited partner’s capital contributions are received (collectively, “Tier 1
Collateral”). 

Some fund-level facilities can be secured by a pledge of all or a portion of the borrower fund’s
rights in its underlying investment portfolio, so if the fund defaults, the lender can take control of
the pledged equity interests and sell them to repay the loan. However, for any number of
reasons (including equity assets being unavailable since they have been pledged to a different
lender providing leverage at that level of the fund’s capital structure), subscription credit
facilities tend to exclude an equity pledge from the collateral package unless the particular
credit profile warrants additional secured collateral. 

Credit Support – Guaranties

Other than Tier 1 Collateral, the most common fund finance credit support vehicle is a guaranty.

In the context of a loan, a guaranty is an agreement by an entity in favor of a lender to support
the repayment by a principal obligor of its obligations to a lender. In our context, a guarantor
contractually promises to fulfill the obligations of a fund borrower to the lender if the fund
borrower defaults on its underlying obligations. The guaranty is made directly in favor of the
lender, who can enforce against the guarantor (without necessarily going after the borrower
first) should the fund borrower fail to repay its loans.

What is an example of when a lender should also seek credit support in the form of a guaranty?
Often, certain limited partners of a borrower fund have tax or regulatory sensitivities that limit
their ability to commit capital directly to the borrower fund. In those cases, the borrower fund
will typically establish one or more feeder funds that would be direct limited partners of the
borrower fund. The tax or regulatory sensitive limited partners would fund their capital into a
feeder fund – not the borrower fund. The applicable feeder fund would then pool the funds
received from those particular investors and contribute those same funds to the borrower fund
(in the feeder fund’s capacity as a limited partner of the borrower fund).  

The credit support problem for a lender in the above feeder structure is that the uncalled capital
obligation to the borrower fund is owed by the feeder fund itself (as a limited partner), not from
the limited partners of the feeder fund. Thus, the lender does not have direct access to the
limited partners (of the feeder fund) that have the actual “checkbooks” to provide the capital
contributions to repay the loans. As a result, with a feeder structure, the lender doesn’t have
Tier 1 Collateral credit support from the feeder fund, unless it can obtain a guaranty from the
feeder fund that is secured by the Tier 1 Collateral of the feeder fund. Stated differently, without
a secured guaranty from the feeder fund, the lender has the ability to call capital from the



feeder fund, but not the ability to call capital from the limited partners of the feeder fund. By
obtaining a secured guaranty from the feeder fund, the lender obtains direct access to the
uncalled capital (the “checkbooks”) of the limited partners of the feeder fund.  

The above example of credit support in the form of a guaranty is the most typical and simple,
but certainly there are countless other applications of guaranties up and down a fund structure,
including the use of a “cascading pledge” to get to a similar place when a feeder fund cannot
provide a direct guaranty to a lender.[2]  

Credit Support – Equity Commitment Letters

In the context of a loan, the function of an equity commitment letter (“ECL”) is to demonstrate to
the lender that the borrower has sufficient resources to meet its repayment obligations under
the credit facility – apart from, or in lieu of, Tier 1 Collateral or a guaranty.   

Although more frequently used in the context of mergers and acquisitions, an ECL can serve as
a useful credit support tool in the subscription finance space. One example is to use an ECL to
encourage a lender to give a borrower fund borrowing base credit for an otherwise thinly
capitalized limited partner that functionally serves as a funding vehicle for a well-capitalized
parent investor. Another ECL use is where a parent fund of a fund borrower is unwilling or
unable to assume direct indebtedness or guaranty the obligations of a subsidiary fund, such as
where its formation documents prohibit the guaranty of debt of a subsidiary and can only make
“investments” in subsidiaries.[3] In that example, instead of a parent fund providing a guaranty
to pay the lender should the borrower fund be unable to meet its payment obligations to the
lender, an ECL may provide a solution. Ultimately, an ECL functions as an agreement whereby
the borrower fund can require the parent fund to contribute capital to it on demand in exchange
for additional equity of the subsidiary. The lender’s loan agreement with the borrower fund
would likely require the proceeds of the additional equity be forwarded to the lender.

Substantively, ECLs are quite involved (including the amount of equity to be invested, the
timeline for providing the funds, etc.) and “mini guaranty” like (including waivers of defenses,
counterclaims, offset, etc.). Further, it is important to note that not only is the substance of an
ECL dependent on the facts and circumstances of the situation it’s intended to address but also
the shortcomings of such arrangements with respect to a lender. One such shortcoming is that,
unlike a guaranty that is issued directly in favor of a lender, an ECL is an agreement by the
parent fund that only directly runs in favor of the subsidiary (fund borrower). As a result, for it to
provide credit support to the lender, the lender must be either an express third-party beneficiary
or granted the subsidiary’s (fund borrower’s) rights against the parent fund as collateral for the
loan.

Credit Support – Keepwell Agreements

In the context of a loan, similar to an ECL, a keepwell agreement acts as a credit enhancement
mechanism for a fund borrower, providing the lender with an additional layer of security by
having the parent fund’s financial strength backing the fund borrower’s obligations to the lender.
Generally, in a keepwell agreement, a parent fund promises to "keep well" the fund borrower by
ensuring it has the financial capacity to meet its debt obligations to the lender when they
become due. Similar to ECLs, keepwell agreements could also be used in the context of
encouraging a lender give a borrower fund borrowing base credit for an otherwise thinly



capitalized limited partner that functionally serves as a funding vehicle for a well-capitalized
parent investor. 

Although keepwell agreements can take many forms, in fund finance, whereas an ECL is
viewed as a commitment by the provider to contribute capital to the recipient upon specific
terms, conditions and amounts, keepwells often speak to general statements of support and not
an actual commitment by the parent fund to financially support the recipient. As a result, a
keepwell agreement would not rise to the level of offering a formal guaranty that a lender will be
repaid. 

Despite falling short of being a guaranty or an ECL, a keepwell agreement is nonetheless
enforceable as a contractual obligation of the parent fund, up to the amount of support the
parent fund has agreed to provide. Further, unlike an ECL which typically runs between a
parent fund and a subsidiary (fund borrower), keepwell agreements are usually between the
parent fund and the lender. If that is not the case, then, similar to an ECL, for it to provide credit
support to the lender, the lender must either be made an express third-party beneficiary or
granted the fund borrower’s rights against the parent fund as collateral for the loan.[4]

Credit Support – Comfort/Support Letters

Comfort letters are a form of credit support which can offer assurances to a lender via
affirmation of the relationship between the parent fund and the borrower fund.[5] However,
unlike an ECL or even a keepwell agreement that provide varying levels of committed or
quantifiable levels of enforceable support to the lender, substantively, comfort letters are merely
statements of intent rather than a binding contract. This means that in case of financial distress
or other issues, the parent fund is not legally required to fulfill the promises or statements made
in the comfort letter. While weaker in terms of enforceability than an ECL, comfort letters can
still be valuable as they provide factual credit linkage from an unrated subsidiary or SPV
investor to a rated or well-capitalized parent entity (e.g., an endowment fund or a sovereign
wealth fund).

Similar to ECLs and keepwells, comfort letters can take many forms, but typically the function is
for the issuer to express confidence in the borrower fund’s financial position, business
operations, or other aspects that may be of interest to the lender. 

In summary, the key difference between a keepwell agreement and a comfort letter lies in their
legal enforceability and purpose. The keepwell agreement is a legally binding contract used to
support debt obligations and enhance creditworthiness, while the comfort letter is a non-binding
statement of reassurance and support issued to provide confidence to the lender, but without
creating legal obligations.

Credit Support – General Unsecured Claim

Lastly, while most lenders might not view a general unsecured claim against a borrower as
credit support, it nonetheless can be a source of repayment. However, as for the question of
how difficult and/or successful will this avenue be for a lender seeking repayment, there is a
reason why this source of credit support is mentioned last. 



As mentioned above, whether a loan has credit support in the form of Tier 1 Collateral,
collateral beyond Tier 1 Collateral (i.e., some version of an “all assets” pledge), a guaranty, an
ELC, a keepwell and/or a comfort letter, the borrower owes the money to the lender. As a
result, a lender always has the option to take the borrower to court to get a judgement. Many
lenders refer to this option as a “secondary source of repayment.”

However, that option (as well as the other options it might have available) goes to the question
of how difficult and/or successful will a lender lacking the above-referenced forms of credit
support be in obtaining full repayment from a borrower that can’t or won’t repay a loan? The
answer is dependent on whether a borrower has a secondary source of repayment. Stated
differently, a lender can get a judgement that states that the borrower owes the lender the
amount due on the loan, but a judgement does not equate to payment – far from it. A
judgement (whether in connection with a loan or in any other context) can be used by a
judgement holder to invoke supplemental remedies, such as garnishment, seizing assets not
already pledged to other creditors, etc. However, if there are no other assets available for the
“general unsecured creditors” of the borrower (because they have been pledged to secured
lenders or there simply aren’t any other assets), there is no secondary source of repayment.  

In light of the above, some subscription lenders seek to expand their collateral reach beyond
Tier 1 Collateral to capture any other residual value a borrower fund may have. Alternatively,
short of expanding their security interest, other lenders seek to preserve residual value via the
use of covenants limiting the amount of indebtedness and/or liens a borrower fund can incur.
By limiting the amount of other debt and/or liens to other creditors, a lender can try to ensure
that to the extent a borrower fund has residual value, should they ever need to rely on this form
of credit support, there will be few or any other creditors at the table seeking their share. 

Conclusion

Regardless of the form of instrument, lenders make loans expecting to get repaid. That
expectation hinges on the credit support the borrower provides for repayment. The particular
credit support varies on a deal-to-deal basis. As noted above, sometimes credit support can be
simply knowing that the borrower will certainly repay the loan. However, lenders (and lending
lawyers) are in the “what if” business. As a result, the deal-to-deal, risk-appropriate analysis
must begin with the question: For this borrower fund, in light of its structure, its track record, its
investor composition, its investors’ track records, etc., if a “what if” situation should occur, which
of the above-referenced forms of credit support do I need to obtain repayment if that borrower
can’t or simply won’t be able to repay the loan?   

 

[1]  While there are debt instruments that are non-recourse, a discussion of non-recourse
indebtedness is beyond the scope this discussion, since that concept is mostly (if not
completely) inapplicable to the subscription loan product.      

[2] The concept of a “cascading pledge” is beyond the scope of this article, but for an excellent
discussion of additional uses of guarantees for credit support in fund finance as well as
concepts of limited liability, fraudulent conveyance, guaranties of payment versus collection,
etc., please see: "Get Well, Keep Well" in the January 15, 2021 issue of Fund Finance Friday
here.

https://www.cadwalader.com/fund-finance-friday/index.php?eid=902&nid=120&search=get%20well


[3] Because of the derivative aspect of ECLs, lenders have been able to obtain back-stop put
agreements with parent funds who are prohibited from guaranteeing the debt of a borrower
fund and can only make investments. The put agreement would provide that the lender could
put its defaulted, borrower fund debt to the parent fund (to buy as an investment) if the
necessary equity commitment to the borrower fund did not occur after a set number of days. 

[4] For a more in-depth discussion of suggested provisions to be included in a keepwell
agreement please see: "Get Well, Keep Well" in the January 15, 2021 issue of Fund Finance
Friday here.

[5] Similar to ECLs and keepwell agreements, comfort letters could also be used in the context
of encouraging a lender give a borrower fund borrowing base credit for an otherwise thinly
capitalized limited partner that functionally serves as a funding vehicle for a well-capitalized
parent investor. 

https://www.cadwalader.com/fund-finance-friday/index.php?eid=902&nid=120&search=get%20well


FFF Sovereign Immunity Series – Part XIII and Wrap-Up
July 28, 2023

By Danyeale Chung
Partner | Fund Finance

By Tara Polston
Associate | Fund Finance

We have come to the final installment of our FFF Sovereign Immunity Series, having covered
the 48 other states previously (see the links to the full series here). In this article, we will look at
sovereign immunity in Wisconsin and Wyoming.

As a refresher, sovereign immunity is the doctrine that a sovereign or state is immune from suit
unless it has chosen to waive such right. In the United States, each state is afforded a certain
level of sovereign immunity protection under the Eleventh Amendment and, as a result, the
government generally cannot be sued without its consent. This immunity can extend to
government entities, including state pension funds. Many of the states have waived their own
sovereign immunity to varying degrees via the relevant state constitution or by statute.

WISCONSIN

Wisconsin has waived sovereign immunity when suing on a breach of contract claim where the
State is considered a debtor. Pursuant to Article IV, Section 27 of the Wisconsin Constitution,
Wisconsin has delegated the authority to control immunity to the state legislature. The state
legislature passed Wis. Stat. Ann. § 775.01, which allows a claimant to commence an action
against the State. Relevant case law has interpreted § 775.01 to apply only to breach of
contract cases where there is a debt and the State is considered a debtor.[1] Pursuant to case
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law, a “‘debt’ is that for which an action of debt or indebitatus assumpsit will lie; and includes a
sum of money due upon a contract ...”[2]

While Wisconsin allows plaintiffs to sue the state and state officials in their official capacities for
breach of contract, a plaintiff must first present its claim to the State legislature for payment. If
the legislature denies its claim, the plaintiff may then file a lawsuit.[3]

WYOMING

Wyoming has waived contractual sovereign immunity via statue. Wyoming has delegated the
authority to control immunity to the legislature.[4] Under Wyo. Stat. Ann. § 1-39-104, in general,
the state legislature has waived sovereign immunity in actions based on a contract entered into
by a governmental entity, except to the extent provided by the contract, if the contract was
within the powers granted to the entity and was properly executed.[5]

The claims procedures of W.S. 1-39-113 apply to contractual claims against governmental
entities.[6] The claim upon which the action is based must be presented to the relevant
governmental entity within two (2) years of the date of the alleged act, error or omission.[7] If
the claimant can establish that the alleged act, error or omission was not reasonably
discoverable within a two (2)-year period, or the claimant failed to discover the alleged act,
error or omission within the two (2)-year period despite the exercise of due diligence, then a
cause of action may be instituted not more than two (2) years after discovery of the alleged act,
error or omission.[8] 

CONCLUSION

This concludes our FFF Sovereign Immunity Series. As mentioned in our prior installments, this
is a high-level overview of sovereign immunity by state. Sovereign immunity is a complex and
highly nuanced area of law. It is wise for lenders to consult counsel with any inquiries regarding
state sovereign immunity concerns and investor-specific analysis. We hope this series has
been interesting and helpful.    

 

[1] See Trempealeau County v. State, 260 Wis. 602, 605-6 (1952).

[2] Id.

[3] Roman Catholic Found., UW-Madison, Inc. v. Regents of Univ. of Wisconsin Sys., 578 F.
Supp. 2d 1121, 1143 (W.D. Wis. 2008) aff'd sub nom. Badger Catholic, Inc. v. Walsh, 620 F.3d
775 (7th Cir. 2010).

[4] Wyo. Const. art. I, § 8.

[5] Wyo. Stat. Ann. § 1-39-104.

[6] Wyo. Stat. Ann. § 1-39-104.

[7] Wyo. Stat. Ann. § 1-39-113.

[8] Wyo. Stat. Ann. § 1-39-113.



Structuring and Drafting SLLs to Achieve ESG-Related Objectives
July 28, 2023

Cadwalader partner Sukhvir Basran and special counsel Katie McShane hosted a Strafford
CLE video webinar last week on ESG in fund finance, with a specific focus on how to structure
and draft Sustainability-Linked Loans (“SLLs”) in order to help achieve ESG-related objectives.
The webinar was extremely well attended, with over 80 locations tuning in.

Sukhvir and Katie outlined the impact of the wider ESG landscape on fund finance, including a
deep dive on the main drivers for ESG integration in fund finance and key challenges and
opportunities for market participants. Attendees were provided with an overview of green loans
and social loans (commonly referred to as “use-of proceeds” loans) and an analysis of the
extent to which these loans are suited to different fund finance structures. The session included
an analysis of the recently launched SLL model provisions, a deep dive into SLL terms, how
market participants can ensure KPIs and SPTs adhere to the criteria in the sustainability-linked
loan principles and how to address greenwashing risk.

SLLs have weathered the storm in 2022, with issuance holding steady despite challenging
macro-economic conditions. For example, Bloomberg reported that the volume of SLL issuance
held during this period, and was estimated at $341.3bn, an increase of 175% since 2020.
Sukhvir, along with Cadwalader fund finance partners Wes Misson and Samantha Hutchinson,
are part of the LSTA and LMA fund finance working groups, and Sukhvir has drafted the LMA’s
draft model provisions for sustainability-linked loans.

Please contact Radhika Radia for the Cadwalader SLL Toolkit or please reach out to the CWT
team if you have any further questions or require advice on how to structure SLLs.

mailto:Radhika.Radia@cwt.com


Institutional Investor Article Spots ‘Gaping Hole’ in Subscription Credit
Availability
July 28, 2023

Q2 regional bank failures and regulatory capital changes have resulted in a shortage of credit in
the fund finance market, according to Institutional Investor’s “There’s a Gaping Hole in the
Subscription Lending Market” published this week. We certainly think there’s a great opportunity
in fund finance now (but not sure it’s a “gaping hole”). We’d love to hear from you. Send us a
note with your thoughts.

https://www.institutionalinvestor.com/article/2bydetrgm48dvqlo8f56o/portfolio/theres-a-gaping-hole-in-the-subscription-lending-market
mailto:fund-finance-friday@cwt.com


FFA Seeking Mentors and Mentees for 2023-2024 FFA Mentorship
Program
July 28, 2023

The Fund Finance Association is currently recruiting mentors and mentees from across the
globe to take part in the 2023-2024 FFA Mentorship program. The submission deadline is
Friday, August 25. 

The FFA’s mentor program is designed to help develop current and future leaders in the Fund
Finance space through a safe and supportive network of individuals who are committed to
exploring, growing and developing with each other. The program's goal is to help participants
identify and achieve career development and personal growth goals that support industry
objectives.

Anyone interested in becoming a Mentee should complete the application here.  

To make this program work, the FFA needs members who have had successful careers in the
Fund Finance space and want to share their experience and professional success, including
“lessons learned” from their own experiences.

To become a Mentor, apply here.  

Please reach out to the FFA's Mentoring Program Team with any questions.

 

https://www.fundfinanceassociation.com/forms/2023-mentee-application-form/
https://www.fundfinanceassociation.com/forms/2023-mentor-application-form/
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On the Move – Fund Finance Tidbits
July 28, 2023

On the Move

Angelo Eliopoulos recently joined M&T’s Fund Banking group in Boston as an RM. Angelo will
be working with clients in that market and nationally to facilitate expansion of the business.



Registration Open for Cadwalader's Annual Finance Forum
July 28, 2023

More than 300 financial services industry leaders have already registered for Cadwalader's
annual Finance Forum on October 19 at The Ritz Carlton in Charlotte, North Carolina. 

The Finance Forum drew more than 500 participants last year, and the numbers are expected
to be even higher this time around. Attendees generally come from the financial services,
investment management, private equity and legal communities, and this year's program will
once again focus on fund finance, along with panels on commercial real estate, leveraged
finance, middle market lending, private credit, securitization and structured finance.

More details with a schedule featuring this year's panel lineup and speakers will be announced
shortly. 

You can register for the Finance Forum here. 

 

 

https://communications.cadwalader.com/25/2450/landing-pages/rsvp-blank---finance-forum-2023.asp

